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Spot Plays (through 1/14/17): 
16-4-3-1 
25% winners; 50% in the money  
 
Spot Plays: Oaklawn Park 
January 16, 2017 
 
RACE EIGHT—The Smarty Jones 
(5:38 P.M. Eastern):  
The lightly-raced UNCONTESTED raised some eyebrows with his eye-
catching first-out maiden win at Keeneland, and he figured to gain some 
valuable seasoning in Churchill’s Kentucky Jockey Club Stakes (G2)—his 
first start against winners and two-turn debut—where he broke from the 
12-hole, made all the pace and tired to finish fourth, beaten five lengths by 
the multiple stakes winner and top three-year-old McCraken. Tiz 
Wonderful colt comes into this heat fresh and will be tighter with a mile-
and-a-sixteenth route race under his belt. Catalano trainee sports a trio of 
sharp works since shipping to Hot Springs, including a five-furlong “bullet” 
breeze from the gate in 1:00 flat, the best of 83 moves on December 31 at 
that distance. Front-running colt is the quickest from the gate on paper, 
regular rider Channing Hill figures to control the pace and this colt made 
short work of Untrapped (9-2 on the morning line in Saturday’s Grade 3 
Lecomte Stakes) in his maiden win. Odds figure to be short but not 
unplayable; choice, wire-to-wire. PETROV ran a big race in his first start 
against winners to be second, beaten a head, in a minor stakes race at 
Aqueduct, and he demonstrated a nice turn of foot to graduate from the 
maiden ranks at Churchill Downs at first-asking last fall. Gray son of 
Flatter will stretch-out around two turns for the first time in this affair and 
is bred to handle the added ground. He figures to get a good trip stalking 
the pace from his inside post draw, and it’s encouraging that top East Coast 
rider Jose Ortiz is in town for the assignment; formidable. WARRIOR’S 
CLUB is the lone stakes winner in this eight-horse field, and this consistent 
son of Warrior’s Reward has finished in the money in five-of-seven starts 
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lifetime for Hall of Fame trainer D. Wayne Lukas. Dark bay has yet to put 
forth a poor effort since getting blinkers for the first time two starts back 
when winning the restricted Spendthrift Stallion Stakes at Churchill 
Downs, and he finished a head to the good of the top choice in the Kentucky 
Jockey Club Stakes (G2) in his most recent start. He should get a great trip 
under jockey Robby Albarado stalking honest interior splits; contender. 
ROWDY THE WARRIOR is a deep closer that should benefit from an 
anticipated honest early pace, and the Oklahoma-bred has finished in the 
money in three-of-five starts lifetime. He broke from the 11-hole in a 
$300K stakes at Remington Park in his most recent start and rallied to 
finish fourth, beaten four lengths for all the money at 9-1; rallies for a 
minor award with a top effort.  
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-2-4 
 
 
Spot Plays: Santa Anita Park 
January 16, 2017 
 
RACE SEVEN—The Megahertz (G3) 
(5:59 P.M. Eastern):  
The French raider KENRIYA (FR) will be making her stateside debut off a 
six-week plus layoff in the sixth running of this one-mile turf affair, and 
she’s capable of a winning effort off the sidelines. Bay filly is Group 3 
stakes placed in her native France, and if one draws a line through her 
efforts in last year’s Group 1 French 1,000 Guineas and the subsequent 
Group 3 stakes—both over straight courses—her form looks double-tough. 
She’ll appreciate any remaining moisture in Santa Anita’s turf, she won 
her lone start over a left-handed course, albeit on a synthetic surface, by 
five lengths and she will get Lasix for the first time. She figures to get a 
good trip stalking anticipated pace setter DO THE DANCE, and her 5-1 
morning line odds only adds to her appeal. Rates a big chance to earn her 
first turf win; lots to like. DO THE DANCE is coming off a game wire-to-wire 
stakes win in the restricted Kathryn Crosby Stakes at Del Mar last 
November, where she beat the winner of last year’s Megahertz (G3), Kerri 
Belle, by three parts of a length at 13-1 odds. Bay daughter of Discreet Cat 
drew the rail and catches a field with a dearth of front-running types, so 
she figures to go right to lead and will dictate the pace under jockey Tyler 
Baze. She comes into this affair riding a two-race winning streak, and the 
race shape from a pace perspective plays to her front-running style. She’ll 
be tough to run down on the front end; major player. The gray mare TIZ A 
KISS drops out of tougher graded stakes company looking for a reversal of 
form, and she just missed the win under jockey Kent Desormeaux when 
they were last seen on Santa Anita’s turf course in the Goldikova Stakes 
(G2) last fall at 10-1 odds. She doesn’t have to come from out of the clouds, 
and she figures to be more in touch with the front-runners in this paceless 
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eight-furlong grass heat. Lackluster record over the local course and 
lifetime numbers going a mile on grass are reason for concern; useful in 
exotic wagers. PRIZE EXHIBIT (GB) has won 30 percent of her starts 
lifetime over the turf course in Arcadia, and she slides out of Grade 1 and 
Grade 2 company into this Grade 3 heat in this spot. On the downside, it 
has been over a year since she has had her picture taken, and she’s a deep 
closer in a field that figures to have a slow early pace. Back class and Mike 
Smith are the biggest attractions; tab for a minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-1-6-2  
  
 


